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a b s t r a c t 

STT–RAM is considered as a promising alternative to SRAM due to its low static power (non-volatility) 

and high density. However, write operation of STT–RAM is inefficient in terms of energy and speed com- 

pared to SRAM and thus various device-/circuit-/architecture-level solutions have been proposed to tackle 

this inefficiency. One of the proposed solutions is redesigning STT–RAM cell for better write character- 

istics at the cost of shortened retention time (volatile STT–RAM). Because the retention failure of STT–

RAM has a stochastic property, an extra overhead of periodic scrubbing with error correcting code (ECC) 

is required to tolerate the failure. The more frequent scrubbing and stronger ECC are used, the shorter 

retention time is allowed. With an analysis based on analytic STT–RAM model, we have conducted exten- 

sive experiments on various volatile STT–RAM cache design parameters including scrubbing period, ECC 

strength, and target failure rate. The experimental results show the impact of the parameter variations on 

last-level cache energy and performance and provide a guideline for designing a volatile STT–RAM with 

ECC and scrubbing. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In modern processors, the performance of cores has continu- 

ously increased whereas the main memory performance has been 

improved very slowly compared to the cores. Thus, main mem- 

ory access becomes the main bottleneck of the system perfor- 

mance [1] . Therefore, on-chip cache plays an important role to 

bridge the performance gap between cores and main memory. In 

addition, the trend of increasing number of cores calls for more 

efficient and larger caches to reduce costly main memory accesses. 

For a typical processor, a significant portion of the chip area is 

occupied by caches, mostly by the last-level cache (LLC). However, 

SRAM, which is a dominant memory technology for caches, is not 

suitable for such a large LLC because of its low density and large 

static power. One way to reduce SRAM cache energy is replac- 

ing SRAM with a more energy efficient memory technology. Spin- 

Transfer Torque RAM (STT–RAM), one of the emerging memory 

technology, is a promising candidate for the alternative of SRAM. 

As a substitute of SRAM, STT–RAM can compensate drawbacks of 

SRAM with its low static power and small cell size. 

However, STT–RAM has poor write characteristics such as high 

write energy and long write latency. To overcome those poor 

write characteristics of STT–RAM, relaxing non-volatility of STT- 

RAM (thus making STT–RAM volatile) has been proposed [2] . By 
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reducing STT–RAM cell area, thermal stability ( �) which repre- 

sents height of thermal barrier for bit flipping is decreased to 

make STT–RAM volatile. As thermal stability decreases, write en- 

ergy and latency is also decreased. However, lowering thermal sta- 

bility makes bit flipping by thermal noise (retention failure) easier 

and thus decreases retention time. Shortening retention time in- 

creases possibility of losing data, and therefore, architectural sup- 

port to reliably store data in volatile STT–RAM is necessary to uti- 

lize the better write characteristics of volatile STT–RAM. 

In some previous work [2–4] , simple DRAM-style read-and- 

write refresh with up to tens of microseconds period was em- 

ployed to mitigate retention failure and architectures to reduce re- 

fresh overhead were proposed. However, according to the previous 

work [5,6] , the retention failure of volatile STT–RAM cannot be pre- 

vented by DRAM-style refresh because of the stochastic nature of 

STT–RAM retention failure. Instead, it was suggested to scrub STT–

RAM periodically with error correction using error correcting code 

(ECC). The more thermal stability is reduced for better write char- 

acteristics, the more frequently the STT–RAM is scrubbed to main- 

tain stored data reliably. Thus, there is a tradeoff between write 

characteristics and scrubbing frequency. Also, using ECC with bet- 

ter error correcting capability allows using more volatile STT–RAM. 

That is, there is another tradeoff between thermal stability and ECC 

strength. Yet another tradeoff is between target failure rate and 

thermal stability. Since higher target failure rate allows more er- 

ror and thus it allows lower thermal stability. 
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Fig. 1. MTJ and STT–RAM cell structure. 

In this paper, based on the analytic model [5,6] of volatile STT–

RAM, we analyze and evaluate relationship among thermal stabil- 

ity, error correcting capability, scrubbing overhead, and target fail- 

ure rate. Then we provide a guideline of designing volatile STT–

RAM cell and memory array in terms of energy efficiency and per- 

formance. Although there are some previous researches on utiliz- 

ing volatile STT–RAM, they only utilize it with a fixed configuration 

to improve performance [3,4] , write energy [7,8] , and density [9] . 

Unlike those researches, this work explores for the first time how 

different volatile STT–RAM design parameters affect cache energy 

and system performance. This is an extension of [10] with more 

extensive exploration on scrubbing period and the addition of tar- 

get failure rate as a new dimension for exploration. 

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 

3 , background and analytic models of STT–RAM and volatile STT–

RAM are introduced respectively. In Section 4 , we give an analysis 

based on the analytic models and Section 5 shows our evaluation 

results of different volatile STT–RAM LLC designs. Finally we con- 

clude this paper in Section 6 . 

2. STT–RAM 

2.1. Overview 

Unlike conventional charge based memory technologies (i.e., 

SRAM, DRAM) which store data in the capacitor, STT–RAM stores 

data in a special structure called Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ). 

An MTJ consists of two ferromagnetic layers (reference layer and 

free layer) and one oxide layer between them. Each ferromagnetic 

layer has its own magnetic direction. The reference layer has a 

fixed magnetic direction and the free layer has its own magnetic 

direction that can be flipped by the current flowing through the 

MTJ. According to the magnetic direction of free layer, there are 

two different states (parallel state and anti-parallel state) of MTJ 

as shown in Fig. 1 and resistance of an MTJ differs as state of the 

MTJ changes—low resistance in parallel state and high resistance 

in anti-parallel state. The two different resistance values represent 

the stored data in the MTJ. 

Based on such MTJ, one-transistor-one-MTJ (1T-1MTJ) is the 

most popular structure of an STT–RAM cell. As can be seen in 

Fig. 1 c, it consists of one NMOS transistor and one MTJ. Word-line 

is used for bit selection and then appropriate voltage is applied to 

the bit-line and source-line to write new data or read stored data. 

Static power of STT–RAM is much lower than SRAM since it is 

unnecessary to consume extra power for maintaining the stored 

data because of its non-volatility. On the contrary, write character- 

istics such as write energy and write latency are the main draw- 

backs of STT–RAM. To mitigate these inefficient write operation, 

various device-/circuit-/architecture-level solutions are proposed. 

The device-level solutions [2–4] utilize volatile STT-RAM which 

is focused on in this paper. They optimize STT–RAM cells for less 

write energy and latency by shortening retention time. To use 

volatile STT–RAM cells, they require extra overheads to maintain 

data. 

As circuit-level solutions for more energy efficient write, var- 

ious techniques including early-write termination (EWT) [11] , 

verify-one-while-write (VOW) [12] , and variable-energy write 

(VEW) [13] have been proposed. EWT eliminates redundant bit- 

writes by terminating write operation in an early stage if the value 

already stored in MTJ is same as the new value. Both VOW and 

VEW use the property that writing STT–RAM is a stochastic pro- 

cess. Due to the stochastic property, switching time of each bit flip 

operation is not fixed. Utilizing this characteristic, instead of using 

uniform current pulses, these two approaches cut off write cur- 

rent when successful write is monitored thus reduce write energy 

and write latency. VOW and VEW differ in the granularity of the 

monitoring. VEW allows bit-wise monitoring while VOW can only 

monitor at the granularity of word. 

For architecture-level solutions, hybrid caches [14–18] and 

cache bypass [19,20] are proposed. To tackle the problem of in- 

efficient STT–RAM writes, these approaches reduce the number 

of STT–RAM writes. Hybrid cache employs small SRAM combined 

with STT–RAM and stores write-intensive blocks in the SRAM to 

avoid frequent STT–RAM writes. Cache bypass schemes bypass 

write operations from a processor core when they cause bank con- 

tention [19] or bypass dead writes which are the writes of blocks 

that will not be re-referenced [20] . 

2.2. Thermal stability 

Thermal stability ( �) is one of STT–RAM cell design param- 

eters. It is proportional to energy barrier between the two MTJ 

states (parallel and anti-parallel states). Thermal stability is defined 

as [21] : 

� = 

E b 
k B T 

= 

H K M S V 

2 k B T 
(1) 

Where, E b is energy barrier, k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is 

temperature. H K is anisotropy field, M S is saturation magnetization 

and V is volume of the MTJ. 

As can be seen in (1) , thermal stability is proportional to energy 

barrier and the energy barrier is also proportional to the volume 

of the MTJ. Therefore, thermal stability can be controlled by how 

the cell is designed. Energy barrier is minimum energy required 

to change state of MTJ hence it affects write characteristics. Thus, 

STT–RAM with better write characteristics can be obtained by re- 

ducing thermal stability. 

2.3. Read and write operation of STT–RAM 

Writing a data to an STT–RAM cell is performed by a state tran- 

sition of an MTJ into parallel state (P) or anti-parallel state (AP). To 

change the MTJ state from anti-parallel state to parallel state (AP 

→ P), a specific amount of current ( I WR ) flows from the bit-line to 

the source-line and flips the magnetic direction of the free layer to 

be the same as that of the reference layer. On the contrary, cur- 

rent flowing from the source-line to the bit-line changes MTJ state 

from parallel state to anti-parallel state (P → AP). Two different 

state transitions use the same current path but in different direc- 

tions. As mentioned before, write operation (switching MTJ state) 

of STT–RAM is a stochastic process and its probability is modeled 

as a function of thermal stability ( �), switching pulse width ( t sw ), 

applied current ( I C ), and critical switching current ( I C 0 ) [22] : 

P sw = 1 − exp 

(
− t sw 

τ0 
e 

−�
(
1 − I C 

I C0 

))
(2) 

To read a data stored in an STT–RAM cell, identifying whether 

resistance of MTJ is high or low is required. It can be done by sens- 

ing the amount of flowing current ( I RD , lower than write current) 

through the MTJ when the specific voltage is applied between the 
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bit-line and the source-line. If the sensed current is higher than a 

given reference, the STT–RAM cell is identified as a parallel state 

(low resistance); otherwise, it is identified as an anti-parallel state 

(high resistance). Read operation of STT–RAM uses same current 

path with write operation, but only in a single direction. 

2.4. Failures of STT–RAM 

Write failure 

Write failure occurs when intended switching does not hap- 

pen properly after flowing write current. This cannot be prevented 

since write operation is a stochastic process. As in (2) , switching 

probability is always less than one even though sufficiently large 

current ( I C ) flows for sufficiently long time ( t sw ). To mitigate write 

failure of STT–RAM, recursive write-read-verify method [23] was 

proposed, which repeatedly apply a write pulse until successful 

write is monitored. 

Read failure 

There are two different kinds of read failure in STT–RAM, read 

decision failure and read disturb failure. Although the same voltage 

is applied to bit-line and source-line of different STT–RAM cells, 

current through each STT–RAM cell may differ according to the 

variation of STT–RAM cell. Such a read current variation may cause 

a wrong decision during the read process resulting in read deci- 

sion failure. Read disturb failure is an undesirable bit flip due to 

the read current. Since read and write operation of STT–RAM use 

the same current path, unintended bit flip may occur by read cur- 

rent. Even with low read current, probability of bit flipping is still 

non-zero although it is very low. (see (2) ) 

Retention failure 

Retention failure is an unwanted bit flip due to thermal noise 

without switching current ( I C = 0 ). STT–RAM retention failure is a 

stochastic process which has behavior similar to SRAM soft error 

caused by cosmic rays. The probability of retention failure of a cell 

can be derived from (2) when I C = 0 and is modeled as a function 

of thermal stability ( �) and time ( t ) elapsed since the bit is writ- 

ten [5] : 

P ret _ fail = 1 − exp 

( −t 

exp(�) 

)
(3) 

As shown in (3) , error rate increases exponentially as � scales 

down (error probability decreases rapidly toward 0 as � scales up). 

Error probability also increases as time flows. 

From (1) and (3) , we can see that retention failure rate can be 

controlled by cell design. For example, size of the MTJ affects ther- 

mal stability ( �) and it affects retention failure rate. While error 

probability of a cell increases linearly with time, retention failure 

rate changes exponentially as thermal stability changes. In other 

words, small difference in thermal stability makes huge difference 

in retention failure rate. 

3. Volatile STT–RAM 

3.1. Overview 

Volatile STT–RAM provides better write characteristics than 

conventional non-volatile STT–RAM at the cost of shorter reten- 

tion time. Volatile STT–RAM can be designed with reduced cell 

area. From (1) , reduced cell area lowers thermal stability and en- 

ergy barrier and thus it also improves write characteristics. How- 

ever, (3) indicates that reducing thermal stability makes retention 

failure rate higher. The improvement of write characteristics and 

the reduction of retention failure can be achieved by controlling 

thermal stability in opposite directions, and thus volatile STT–RAM 

should be designed while considering the tradeoff between them. 

3.2. ECC and scrubbing 

To tolerate increased error probability for volatile STT–RAM, 

an architectural support is required. DRAM-style refresh has been 

proposed in the previous work [2–4] . However, retention time of 

volatile STT–RAM is neither deterministic nor predictable, and thus 

DRAM-style refresh is not suitable for mitigating STT-RAM reten- 

tion failure [5,6] . ECC and periodic scrubbing, which are used for 

SRAM soft errors [24,25] , can be employed for maintaining data 

reliably. Every scrubbing operation reads whole data in memory 

array one by one and checks to see if the data is correct. If error is 

detected then it is corrected and written back in the same place; 

otherwise write back operation is not necessary. Scrubbing pe- 

riod and ECC strength should be determined carefully. The scrub- 

bing period should be short enough and the ECC should be strong 

enough so that errors are not accumulated. On the other hand, 

too frequent scrubbing may increase the system performance over- 

head, energy consumption, and even wearing of STT–RAM. Typi- 

cally, the failure rate can be set extremely low, and thus the cor- 

rection and write back operation occurs very rarely. Surely, using 

stronger ECC and/or shorter scrubbing period makes volatile STT–

RAM more tolerable while overhead of ECC and scrubbing is in- 

creased. 

3.3. Memory array 

As explained in the previous section, ECC and periodic scrub- 

bing are mandatory for the reliability of volatile STT–RAM. De- 

signing a memory array with ECC and scrubbing is complex since 

ECC and scrubbing depends on each other; ECC allows errors per 

its granularity up to its correcting capacity and scrubbing should 

be repeated before there occur too many errors to be handled by 

the ECC. Therefore the STT–RAM cell (thermal stability) should be 

designed carefully considering memory array size, ECC strength, 

scrubbing period, and target reliability. The following equation 

shows how these parameters are related for proper operation [6] . 

� ≥ 1 

1 + k 

[ 

k ∑ 

i =0 

ln 

(
m − i 

1 + i 

)
+ ln 

(
N 

τ0 F 

)
+ k ln 

(
t re f 

τ0 

)] 

(4) 

Minimum thermal stability ( �) can be calculated from 

(4) when memory array is designed as N × m -bit array with k -bit 

error correction code, target failure rate F and scrubbed periodi- 

cally with period t ref . 

4. Analysis 

Based on the analytic models explained in the previous section, 

this section provides detailed analysis of a volatile STT–RAM cell 

and tradeoffs when designing an array of volatile STT–RAM. 

4.1. Retention failure of a volatile STT–RAM cell 

Fig. 2 shows retention failure characteristics of an STT–RAM 

cell drawn based on the aforementioned models. First, Fig. 2 a il- 

lustrates the probability of retention failure rate as a function of 

elapsed time while thermal stability is fixed. As expected, the 

probability of failure increases as time flows and increases rapidly 

right after the data is written. However, it takes very long time to 

reach to a high probability value (e.g., probability becomes 0.5 after 

34.6 days when � = 36). Secondly, Fig. 2 b shows the probability of 

retention failure on various STT–RAM cells having different thermal 

stability for fixed elapsed times. From this figure, we can discover 

that the retention failure can be significantly reduced with only a 

small change in thermal stability. Thirdly, Fig. 2 c shows required 

time elapse to reach a specific probability of retention failure (0.5 
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Fig. 2. Retention failure characteristics of an STT–RAM cell. 

Fig. 3. Relationship between memory array design parameters. 

in this example) on different thermal stability. The required time 

increases very sharply as thermal stability increases. From this, we 

can conclude that the retention failure rate of STT–RAM is more 

sensitive to thermal stability than time; slightly higher thermal 

stability increases retention time significantly. 

4.2. Memory array design 

Fig. 3 summarizes the relationship between the parameters of 

designing memory array with volatile STT-RAM. It shows the min- 

imum thermal stability obtained by (4) when the scrubbing pe- 

riod varies for different ECC strengths. No ECC implies non-volatile 

STT–RAM, which is not scrubbed at all. As scrubbing period in- 

creases exponentially, minimum thermal stability increases linearly 

and very slowly. On the other hand, using ECC significantly re- 

duces minimum required thermal stability compared to no ECC 

(non-volatile STT–RAM) and the thermal stability gap between two 

different ECC strengths decreases as ECC strength grows. 

From this figure, three important information can be extracted. 

First, frequent scrubbing might be very inefficient since it reduces 

the required thermal stability only slightly while significantly in- 

creasing scrubbing overhead in terms of performance and energy 

consumption. Thus for energy efficient memory, scrubbing period 

should be set long enough for negligible overhead even if it incurs 

slight increment in thermal stability. Secondly, using single error 

correction double error detection (SECDED) ECC is very effective to 

reduce thermal stability while using stronger ECC (DECTED, TEC- 

Fig. 4. Relationship between target failure rate and thermal stability. 

QED) 1 is less effective when considering the increased ECC over- 

head. Thirdly, although a considerable increment of scrubbing pe- 

riod incurs only a slight increment of thermal stability, extremely 

long scrubbing period like 1 year may suffer from increased ther- 

mal stability. Moreover, in such a case, even if a stronger ECC is 

used, the thermal stability does not decrease much. 

Relationship between target failure rate of a volatile STT–RAM 

cache array and thermal stability is shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen 

in the figure, the trend of thermal stability when changing target 

failure rate is similar with that of changing scrubbing period. As 

the target failure rate decreases (longer MTTF in Fig. 4 ) 2 exponen- 

tially, the thermal stability increases linearly and very slowly. 

Summarizing the discussion, in volatile STT–RAM array design, 

short scrubbing period and strong ECC may be the best choice 

for low thermal stability. For efficiency, however, scrubbing period 

and ECC strength should be carefully determined considering their 

overhead. 

5. Evaluation 

5.1. Methodology 

For evaluation, we use MacSim [26] , a trace-driven, cycle-level 

x86 simulator. The system runs at 4GHz with four-issue, out-of- 

order core having 256 reorder buffers and has 32 KB 8-way set- 

1 DECTED and TECQED stand for double error correction triple error detection 

and triple error correction quadruple error detection, respectively 
2 Longer MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) means that an error is expected to occur 

in longer period. Thus, longer MTTF means lower failure rate. 
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Table 1 

Characteristics of ECC encoder/decoder. 

SECDED DECTED TECQED 

Encoder latency 2 cycles 2 cycles 2 cycles 

Dynamic energy 0.06 pJ 0.10 pJ 0.14 pJ 

Static power 32.55 μW 46.12 μW 59.83 μW 

Decoder latency 4 cycles 8 cycles 12 cycles 

Dynamic energy 6.62 pJ 16.19 pJ 19.10 pJ 

Static power 1.74 μW 3.82 μW 5.66 μW 

associative L1 instruction/data caches with 64-byte blocks, which 

use the LRU replacement policy. As an L2 cache (LLC), we use 2 

MB 16-way set-associative cache with 64-byte blocks which is con- 

figured with STT–RAM of various thermal stability. LLC access and 

scrubbing operations are interleaved among four banks. Scrubbing 

is performed only to valid blocks and the scrubbing operations are 

spread over every scrubbing period to avoid crowded cache oper- 

ations and thus have less bank contention. For the main memory 

system, DDR3-1600 timing parameter with two channels and eight 

banks per channel are used. 

STT–RAM caches are modeled by NVSim [27] under 45nm tech- 

nology using LOP (Low Operating Power) cells for peripheral cir- 

cuits. We use the same STT–RAM cell characteristics in the previ- 

ous work [4,28–30] . 

Extra overhead for ECC encoding/decoding and storing ex- 

tra bits is also considered. The characteristics of the ECC en- 

coders/decoders are extracted from the synthesized results ob- 

tained by using the Synopsys Design Compiler and summarized in 

Table 1 . BCH based ECC is used in this work. 

As workloads for the evaluation, SPEC CPU 2006 is used. For 

benchmarks with multiple input sets, we choose one representa- 

tive input set based on the previous work [31] . For each bench- 

mark, we run 500 million instructions of representative phases ex- 

tracted by PinPoints [32] . 

For the baseline system, conventional non-volatile STT-RAM 

is used without ECC and scrubbing. We evaluated volatile STT–

RAM with nine different scrubbing periods (100 μs, 1ms, 10ms, 

100ms, 1s, 1min, 1hour, 1day, 1year), three different error correct- 

ing capacities (SECDED, DECTED, TECQED), and five different tar- 

get failure rates (1-hour, 1-day, 1-year, 10-year, 100-year MTTF). 

Figs. 3 and 4 show minimum thermal stability of each configura- 

tion. Thermal stability of non-volatile STT–RAM is set to 60 [5] . To 

evaluate the impact of ECC strength and scrubbing period, the tar- 

get failure rate is set to 11,415 FIT (failures in time; the number of 

failures in one billion hours) which corresponds to 10-year MTTF. 

For the evaluation of different target failure rates, ECC strength 

and scrubbing period are fixed to SECDED and 100ms, respectively, 

since that configuration gives the best result as shown in the next 

subsection. 

5.2. Last-level cache energy 

Fig. 5 shows the energy consumption of the LLC on differ- 

ent scrubbing period and ECC normalized to the conventional 

non-volatile STT-RAM LLC. Each bar shows the average energy 

consumption of all SPEC2006 benchmarks for each configuration. 

Fig. 6 also shows the energy consumption of the LLC with dif- 

ferent target failure rate and also normalized to the conventional 

non-volatile STT-RAM LLC. For each configuration, the LLC con- 

sists of STT–RAM with a different thermal stability as illustrated in 

Figs. 3 and 4 . As mentioned above, the static and dynamic energy 

for the ECC encoder/decoder circuit and extra bits for the encoded 

ECC are included. This section analyzes the sensitivity of each de- 

sign parameter for volatile STT–RAM LLC to energy consumption. 

Scrubbing period 

As shown in Fig. 5 , scrubbing overhead is decreased as scrub- 

bing period increases. With a very short scrubbing period like 

100 μs, the scrubbing significantly increases the overall energy con- 

sumption of the LLC. However, the overhead decreases as the 

scrubbing period increases and becomes negligibly small if the pe- 

riod is over 10ms (less than 2.4% when scrubbing period is 10ms 

and SECDED is used). On the contrary, to increase the scrubbing 

period, the thermal stability should be increased and thus write 

energy of the LLC increases. In general, however, compared to 

scrubbing overhead, the increase of the write energy due to the 

increase of the scrubbing period is much smaller since the thermal 

stability need to be increased only by a small amount (see Fig. 3 ). 

In other words, designing a memory array with a very short scrub- 

bing period like 100 μs is very inefficient because of the signifi- 

cant scrubbing overhead while the reduction of thermal stability 

thus achieved cannot reduce the LLC energy that much. However, 

although the scrubbing overhead is decreased and become negli- 

gible when the period is longer than 10ms, write energy of the 

LLC increases due to the increased thermal stability and thus total 

LLC energy also increases. Overall, finding out an optimal scrub- 

bing period (100ms in our evaluation) is important for LLC energy 

efficiency. 

ECC strength 

For the same scrubbing period, LLC energy is increased as ECC 

strength is increased. Although the thermal stability of STT–RAM 

can be reduced with stronger ECC, the overhead of the encoder, 

decoder, and extra bits for the ECC is increased and the overhead 

grows faster than the energy saving from low thermal stability. 

Thus, using stronger ECC is not beneficial in terms of energy effi- 

ciency at all and it even consumes more energy over conventional 

non-volatile STT–RAM cache. As shown in Fig. 5 , SECDED gives the 

best result in terms of LLC energy and performance. 

Target failure rate 

Fig. 6 shows an evaluation result of LLC energy consumption for 

different target failure rates at a fixed scrubbing period (100ms) 

and ECC strength (SECDED) which shows the best result as men- 

tioned in the previous section. By allowing more errors, i.e., allow- 

ing higher target failure rate, the thermal stability of the STT–RAM 

cells can be decreased. As shown in the figure, loosening the target 

failure rate reduces LLC write energy. However, the amount of en- 

ergy reduction is very small compared to the increase of the target 

failure rate (reducing LLC energy by 3% decreases the target MTTF 

from 100 years down to one hour). 

Compared to non-volatile STT–RAM baseline, among various 

evaluated configurations, only using SECDED with scrubbing period 

longer than 10ms saves LLC energy. The best configuration that 

uses SECDED with scrubbing period of 100ms (SECDED _ 100ms) 

consumes 9.4% less average energy than the baseline. Further de- 

creasing the scrubbing period or using a stronger ECC consumes 

more LLC energy because the overhead of scrubbing or ECC is 

larger than the energy saving obtained by lowering thermal stabil- 

ity. In particular, 100 μs scrubbing period is very inefficient because 

of the frequent scrubbing, which consumes more than 3x LLC en- 

ergy compared to the baseline. Using a very long scrubbing period 

can eliminate the scrubbing overhead but is not the best option 

because of increased write energy (e.g., SECDED _ 1year consumes 

about 5% more LLC energy than SECDED _ 100ms). 

Fig. 7 compares LLC energy consumption of the baseline 

and SECDED _ 100ms, which is the most energy efficient con- 

figuration on average, for all SPEC2006 benchmarks. On aver- 

age, SECDED _ 100ms saves LLC energy by 9.4% compared to the 

baseline. However, in some benchmarks (calculix, dealII, gamess, 

GemsFDTD, namd, omnetpp, povray, sphinx3, tonto, xalancbmk), it 

consumes more energy than the baseline by up to 22%. This is be- 

cause these benchmarks are either non memory intensive (calculix, 
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Fig. 5. Last-level cache energy consumption and performance of various configurations. 

Fig. 6. Last-level cache energy consumption on different target failure rates. 

gamess, GemsFDTD, namd, omnetpp, sphinx3, tonto) or read in- 

tensive (dealII, povray, xalancbmk). Note that the main benefit of 

volatile STT–RAM comes from reduced write energy, and thus, if 

there is not much saving in write energy, then the total LLC energy 

actually increases because the ECC circuit increases static and read 

energy (23% and 6% on average, respectively, for thos benchmarks) 

of volatile STT–RAM. On the other hand, most of the benchmarks 

that reduce LLC energy are write intensive. Since the main advan- 

tage of volatile STT–RAM over non-volatile STT–RAM is low write 

energy, volatile STT–RAM can best exploit the advantage when the 

benchmark is write intensive. 

5.3. Performance 

Fig. 5 also compares performance of various configurations and 

that of the baseline. Using volatile STT–RAM as the LLC does not 

improve system performance at all and it even degrades perfor- 

mance. There are two main factor of performance degradation. 

First one is scrubbing overhead. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , perfor- 

mance is degraded more with shorter scrubbing period. Since ev- 

ery scrubbing operation reads data/ECC and checks whether the 

data is correct or not, it may incur a number of bank contentions 

if scrubbing period is very short. Thus longer scrubbing period 

shows better performance over short period. Second, extra cycles 

for decoding ECC may cause performance degradation. These ex- 

tra cycles make read access latency longer and may cause more 

bank contentions. Furthermore, stronger ECC requires longer de- 

coding time ( Table 1 ) hence it makes system slower. Therefore, 

the performance degrades with shorter scrubbing period and/or 

stronger ECC. With longer scrubbing period, performance degrada- 

tion is reduced but it is still lower than the baseline due to the 

ECC decoding overhead and the gap is larger with a stronger ECC 

(SECDED _ 1year, DECTED _ 1year, and TECQED _ 1year degrade perfor- 

mance by 0.1%, 0.8%, and 1.3%, respectively). The worst configura- 

tion in our evaluation, TECQED with 100 μs scrubbing period (TEC- 

QED _ 100 μs), degrades performance by 4.4%. SECDED _ 100ms which 

is the best configuration in our evaluation also slightly degrades 

performance 0.2% compared to the baseline. 

Fig. 7. Last-level cache energy consumption for SECDED _ 100ms normalized to non-volatile STT–RAM baseline. 
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Fig. 8. Performance for different write latency of STT–RAM. 

For different tar get failure rates with SECDED _ 100ms, a negligi- 

ble performance drop (0.2% maximum) is observed (not shown in 

this paper) since weak ECC (SECDED) and relatively long scrubbing 

period (100ms) have negligible overhead. 

One of the advantages of volatile STT–RAM over non-volatile 

STT–RAM is shorter write latency. However, it does not affect much 

the overall performance because the write operations are in gen- 

eral not on the critical path. Fig. 8 shows an empirical evidence 

for this statement. When the STT-RAM write latency changes from 

44 cycles (longest write latency required for non-volatile STT–

RAM) down to 4 cycles (shortest write latency achieved by TEC- 

QED _ 100 μs), system performance varies by only 0.5% on average 

(up to 9.2%). 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we analyze and evaluate cache architectures using 

volatile STT–RAM. Volatile STT–RAM, which can be designed by re- 

ducing the thermal stability of the cells, has been proposed to ad- 

dress poor write characteristics which is a main drawback of con- 

ventional non-volatile STT–RAM. However, to utilize volatile STT–

RAM, ECC with periodic scrubbing is mandatory due to its high 

retention failure rate. We evaluate volatile STT–RAM LLC with vari- 

ous ECC strength, scrubbing period, and target failure rate configu- 

rations. Based on the evaluation, we reveal that ECC and scrubbing 

overhead hides the benefits of volatile STT–RAM over non-volatile 

STT–RAM in most configurations. For a short scrubbing period, the 

scrubbing overhead offsets the benefit from using volatile STT–

RAM. Using a long scrubbing period makes the scrubbing overhead 

negligible but it increases STT–RAM write energy. In terms of ECC, 

only a weak ECC (SECDED) is beneficial since a stronger ECC suffers 

from its overhead. Moreover, varying the target failure rate affects 

LLC energy very slightly. In conclusion, weak ECC (SECDED) com- 

bined with a moderate scrubbing period (100ms) improves energy 

efficiency at only a negligible performance degradation. 
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